Masculinity?

David Salle? Juxtaposition Composition

Make up of a man with no flesh no personality

Colour & thing flowers what I really care about

Holding a persona built up by magazine

Young street style rapper style

What teenage boys aspire to be

Boy? Girl?

All images from Oyster Mag Fashion youth culture magazine
Design’s I have made for a Zine I am the the the process of making

LIVE
LAUGH
LOVE
SHRINE:
- Gender less being
- Religion less
- Eyes closed
  State of meditation

Colours:
- Yellow: Royal Happy Positive
- Purple: Spiritual Passion

Flowers: FAKE - kitch
- Home made
- Low culture
- Long lasting
- Tombstones Fake Flowers connect to all religions or forms of respect.
- Temples

No Gender
No Religion > Universal connection

Universal spirituality
Spiritual is part of human nature and ignores all external factors.

- Francis Upchurch
  - peaceful
  - meditation
  - Made of Sculpy pastercine painted.